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PRODUCT RANGE
Blain Hydraulics
• Valves - control, door lock, rupture
• Tank heaters, hand pumps
• Spare parts

Cylinders
• Australian made single stage rams
• Multi stage constant velocity cylinders

Car frames and packages
• Custom built sling packages
• Direct or roped systems
• Cantilever or twin ram design

Oil coolers
• Low cost gear pump units
• Extra quiet screw pump units
• 5, 12 and 20 kW models

Triple screw pumps
Oil immersed motors
Onsite service & installation

Manufacturer of the Highest Quality
EV100Lift Valve c/w Coils
¾” EV

1 ½ “EV

2 ½ “EV

EV100
Description

Available port sizes are ¾“, 1 ½“, 2“ and 2 ½“ pipe threads, depending on flow. EV 100‘s start on less than minimum load and
can be used for across the line or wye-delta starting. According to customer’s information, valves are factory adjusted ready for
operation and very simple to re- adjust if so desired. The patented up leveling system combined with compensated pilot
control, ensures stability of elevator operation and accuracy of stopping independent of wide temperature variations.
EV 100 valves include the following features essential to efficient installation and trouble free service:
•
•
•
•
•

Simple Responsive Adjustment Self Cleaning Pilot Line Filters
Temperature and Pressure Compensation Self Cleaning Main Line Filter (Z-T)
Solenoid Connecting Cables Built-in Turbulence Suppressors
Pressure Gauge and Shut Off Cock 70 HRc Rockwell Hardened Bore Surfaces
Self Closing Manual Lowering 100% Continuous Duty Solenoids

Technical Data:
Flow Range:

l/min

¾“ EV
10-125 (2-33 USgpm)

1 ½“ & 2“EV
30-800 (8-208 USgpm)

2 ½“ EV
500-1530 (130-400 USgpm)

Pressure Range:
Press. Range CSA:
Burst Pressure Z:

bar
bar
bar

5-100 (74-1500 psi)
5-100 (74-1500 psi)
575 (8450 psi)

3-100 (44-1500 psi)
3-70 (44-1030 psi)
505 (7420 psi)

3-68 (44-1000 psi)
3-47 (44-690 psi)
340 (5000 psi)

Pressure Drop P–Z:
Weight:

bar
kg

6 (88 psi) at 125 lpm
5 (11 lbs)

4 (58 psi) at 800 lpm
10 (22 lbs) 1

4 (58 psi) at 1530 lpm
4 (31 lbs)

Oil Viscosity:
Solenoids AC:

25-60 mm²/sec. at 40°C (15-35 cSt. at 120°F)
24 V/1.8 A, 42 V/1.0 A, 110 V/0.43 A, 230 V/0.18 A, 50/60 Hz.

Solenoids DC:

Max. Oil Temperature:
Insulation Class, AC and DC:

12 V/2.0 A, 24 V/1.1 A, 42 V/0.5 A, 48 V/0.6 A, 80 V/0.3 A, 110 V/0.25 A, 196 V/0.14 A.

70°C (158°F)
IP 68

Control Valves for Small Lifts
KV Lift Valve c/w coils

Speeds max. (EN code)
Up One up speed, 0.16 m/s (32 fpm) max.
Up start has built-in damping.
Up stop has no damping (pump stops).
Down One down speed, 0.16 m/s (32 fpm) max.
Down start has adjustable damping.
Down speed is adjustable.
Down stop has built-in damping.

KV1P

KV1S

KV2P

KV2S

Up One up speed 0.16 m/s (32 fpm) max. with soft
stop, or 0.4 m/s (80 fpm) max. with over travel and
re-leveling.
Up start has built-in damping.
Up stop has adjustable damping (delayed pump stop
required).
Down One down speed, 0.16 (32 fpm) max.
Down start has adjustable damping.
Down speed is adjustable.
Down stop has built-in damping.

Up One up speed, 0.16 m/s (32 fpm) max.
Up start has built-in damping.
Up stop has no damping (pump stops).
Down Two down speeds, 1 m/s (200 fpm) max.
Down start has adjustable damping.
Fast down speed and leveling speeds are
adjustable.
Slow down and stops have built-in damping.

Up One up speed, 0.16 m/s (32 fpm) max. with soft
stop, or 0.4 m/s (80 fpm) max. with over travel and releveling.
Up start has built-in damping.
Up stop has adjustable damping (delayed pump stop
required).
Down Two down speeds, 1 m/s (200 fpm) max.
Down start has adjustable damping.
Fast down speed and leveling speeds are adjustable.
Slow down and stops have built-in damping.

Pressure Lock Valve

Door Lock valve c/w KS & LY

L 10 Description: The L 10 Pressure Lock Valve is a solenoid operated check valve designed for hydraulic elevators
and includes a self closing manual lowering valve. Its purpose is to allow free flow of oil from the pump unit A to
the cylinder B for upward travel and to prevent flow in the reverse direction from B to A until an electrical signal is
given to the solenoid. Installed in the main cylinder line directly adjacent to the main elevator control valve, the L
10 can be employed as a safety back up valve to the down system of the main control valve to prevent unwanted
down movement of the elevator should an electrical or mechanical malfunction occur in the main control valve.
Another application of the L 10 is to reduce the amount of bounce in a hydraulic elevator system due to the
compressibility factor of oil between the cylinder and the control valve, by mounting the L 10 directly onto the
cylinder connection. A Slack Rope Valve LK in the case of 1:2 elevators is optional. It prevents the slack rope
condition caused by the lowering of the ram when the car is suspended in the safeties or resting on the buffers.
Technical Data:

Flow Range max.:

P-Z
lpm

Operating Pressure min/max:

bar

10-100

10-100

10-80

10-100

Burst Pressure Press.

bar

500

500

500

500

Drop A-B max. Flow:

bar

2.5

3.5

3.0

3.0

6.0

Tank Connection for LH
Weight:

T
kg

1/4“
0.8

1/4“
1.4

1/2“
2.5

1/2“
4.2

1/2“
7.0

PB Gauge Connection:

G 1/4“

½“L10
80

¾“ L10
125

1½“ L10
400

2“ L10
800

2½“L10
1400
10-80
400

Pressure Lock Valve:

Rest Position: The condition of rest of the L 10 valve is with the solenoid LE de-energized and the main fl ow
guide LV closed, preventing flow from cylinder to tank.
Up Travel: During up travel with the pump running, oil flows through port A, through flow guide LV and out
through port B to the main cylinder. Solenoid LE is not energized.

Down Travel: For the elevator to travel downwards, in addition to the down solenoids C and D of the EV 100

control
valve, solenoid LE of the Pressure Lock Valve is energized causing the flow guide LV to open and allowing oil from
the cylinder to flow in the direction, port B to port A, of the Pressure Lock Valve and through the EV 100 control
valve to tank.
To slow down the elevator, solenoid C of the EV 100 is de-energized. Only upon completion of down leveling, is the
solenoid LE of the L 10 together with solenoid D of the EV 100 de-energized, causing both flow guides, X of the EV
100
and LV of the L 10 to close.

Manual Down: In the event of an emergency, self closing Manual Down LH can be opened to pilot operated

adjustable lowering speed valve LY to lower the elevator. In the case of the operation of the safeties in a 2:1
hydraulic lift system where the weight of the car is no longer carried by the ropes, the optional Slack Rope Valve LK
prevents the ram being lowered when the manual lowering valve is opened which would cause a slack rope
condition.

Adjustments:

Manual Down Speed LY (3/4“, 1½“, 2“ and 2½“ valves): ‘In‘(clockwise) provides a slower, ‘out‘ a faster down
lowering speed.
Slack Rope Valve LK: The LK is adjusted with a 3 mm Allan Key by turning the screw LK ‘in‘ for higher pressure and
‘out‘ for lower pressure. With LK turned all the way ‘in‘, then half a turn back out, the unloaded car should descend
when the LE solenoid alone is energized. Should the car not descend, LK must be backed off until the car just begins
to descend, then backed off a further half turn to ensure that with cold oil, the car can be lowered as required.

PRESSURE LOCK VALVE
No. Parts List
LF Flange
LFO 0-Ring- Flange
LB Ball
LVF Spring - Flow Guide
LFG Flow Guide
LVO Seal - Flow Guide
LVB Body - Flow Guide
LUO O-Ring - Flow Guide
LH Manual Down - Self Closing
LY Manual Down Speed Adjuster
HO Seal - Manual Low. (5.28x1.78)
MM Nut Solenoid
M Coil Solenoid (indicate voltage)
MD Emergency Dual Power Coil
DR Tube - Solenoid
MO 0-Ring Solenoid
DF Spring Solenoid
DN Needle Solenoid
DK Core Solenoid
DG Seat Housing (with screen)
DS Seat Solenoid

Rupture Valve R10A-2

Available in ¾ “, 1 ½ “, 2”and 2 ½

Tank Heater TH

Application

TH tank heaters are intended primarily for application in hydraulic control systems for machine tools, presses,
hydraulic elevators, servo systems, etc. where overnight conditions or periods of non-operation cause the
temperature of the hydraulic fluid to fall below desirable levels. The heater is designed to maintain up to
approximately 500 litres (130 US gals) of oil in an unheated room at a temperature of +20° C to +25° C
(68° F to 77° F).

Construction

Through the large heat dissipation area of the housing, the heaters surface temperature remains under +50° C
(120° F) and thereby avoids oxidation or premature aging of the oil. The built-in thermostat switches the heating
element on at an oil temperature of approximately +20° C (68° F) and off again when the oil temperature has risen
to approximately +25° C (77° F). Should the heater in an un-submerged state be subject to an ambient temperature
of under 20° C (68° F), it will switch on for a short period before switching off again as heat is conducted through
the housing to the thermostat. Under this condition, the hottest surface temperature of the heater will not exceed
90°C (190° F).

Installation

The heater is supplied with 2,5 metres (98 inches) of electrical cable sheathed over a length of 1,2 metres (48 inches)
by an oil resistant hose. The cable outside the hose should not be submerged in the oil. Two powerful magnets are
fitted underneath the heater so that the installation in a normal sheet tank is simply a matter of placing the heater at
the bottom surface of the tank. Alternatively, the heater can be mounted through means of two available M6 holes.
The magnets also extract unavoidable fine metal particles from the oil thereby protecting the pump from wear. Since
the heated oil moves upwards, oil below the heater remains cold. It is therefore important to mount the heater low
down in the tank. Due to the location of the thermostat, the heater should be mounted so that the cable inlet is
directed upwards.

Ball Valve

KHB-G- ¾ “

KHB-G- 1“

KHM-G- 1 ½ “

TYPE CODE

KHB-G-3/4
KHB-G-1
KHM-G-1-1/2
KHM-G-2

PORTS
BSPP

3/4”
1
1-1/2”
2”

FLOW
Ltr/
min.

KHM-G- 2”

Max.
Press.
BAR

80

320

140

320

314

320

556

320

Hand Pump

H11

Hand pump mounted to EV valve

H12

Hand pump for separate installation
Description
H 11 and H 12 pumps are for application with hydraulic lifting or pressing equipment, for emergency operation of
Hydraulic elevators and for the pressure testing of hydraulic systems in general. The H 11 is constructed for side
mounting. The H 12 is fitted with a base plate for separate application. The built-in relief valve should be adjusted
to prevent unintentional high pressure being applied to the system. A built-in manual valve for releasing pressure
from the system is available as an option.

Installation

The inside diameter of the suction line should not be less than 8 mm diameter (5/16"). The connection of the suction
line to the hand pump must be a perfect seal. A filter fitted to the bottom end of the suction line is recommended.

Air Bleed

If the operation of the pump arm does not produce a buildup of system pressure, it may be necessary to release trapped
air out of the hand pump by opening the air bleed screw E half a turn and pumping several strokes until oil appears at the
bleed screw thread.

Pump Type

GR20
8L, 12L, 15L, 23L

GR32
35L, 45L, 55L, 75L

GR60
440L, 500L

GR25
25L, 30L

GR40
100L, 125L, 150L

GR70
600L, 660L, 800L

GR45
180L, 210L,250L, 300L, 330L, 380L

GR80
1000L, 1200L

Pump Motors
1.5 KW 2 Pole 240V/GR20
2.2 KW 2 Pole 240V/GR20
2.2 KW 2 Pole 240V/GR32
3.0 KW 2 Pole 415V/GR20
3.0 KW 2 Pole 415V/GR32

ELMO Oil immersed Electric Motors 3 Phase, 415 Volts, 50 Hz

Flange 155 1.2kW
155 1.8kW
155 2.5kW
155 3.5kW
155 4.5kW
155 6kW

Submersible electric motor Single Phase
Submersible electric motor Single Phase
Submersible electric motor Single Phase
Submersible electric motor Single Phase
Submersible electric motor Single Phase
Submersible electric motor Single Phase

Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange

Flange 155 1.8kW
155 2.5kW
155 3.5kW
155 4.5kW
155 6kW

Submersible electric motor Single Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Single Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Single Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Single Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Single Phase c/w flywheel

Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange

Flange 155 2kW
155 3kW
155 4.4kW
155 6kW
155 7.7kW
155 8.5kW
155 9.5kW
155 12kW
155 16kW

Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel
Submersible electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel

Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange
Flange

Flange 220 8.5kW
220 9.5kW
220 12kW
220 16kW
220 20kW
220 24kW
220 28kW
220 33kW
220 40kW
220 47kW

Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible
Submersible

electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel Flange
electric motor Three Phase c/w flywheel

HPCS Oil Coolers

